
The Perfect Tool

Operative, your mission is: Find a way out.

Three hundred years ago, seven generations by Executive reckoning, there was a disaster.
We do not remember what—perhaps it was a war, or a disease, or a storm, an earthquake,
a terrorism, a betrayal. Since then the city Lydia has been sealed, locked behind gateless
walls of pearly granite. In Lydia we are safe. In Lydia we are free.

That is what the Executives tell us.

But we know better. Marilca Albina, the Founder, passed down the secret truth to her
daughters, and they passed it to theirs, until it came to me, and now I give the truth to you,
Operative. There was an experiment. It failed, and to cover up their failure the Executives
walled us up, those of us that survived. They had their scientists killed and imprisoned for
their knowledge. All but Marilca Albina. She survived. And now, it's your job to carry on her
mission. You must survive. You must escape.

Play the Game

The Perfect Tool is a game for three or more players. A game of TPT tells of one resistance
cell struggling to escape the Executive regime, and perhaps find their way to another walled
city. One player will represent the Executives, one will represent the Handler, and the rest
will handle the Operatives. Operatives, read on; Executives and Handlers can skip to their
respective sections.

Operatives

Operatives, no member of your cell knows your name, not even the Handler. You are
assigned codenames based on your training. No two cell members may possess the same
training. The currently available codenames, and corresponding training, are:

• Andromeda: Handler calls you "Chained Woman." You are trained in stealth and
close-combat.

• Electra: Handler calls you "Shining One." You are trained in surveillance and
marksmanship.

• Furud: Handler calls you "Lonely One." You are trained in theft and deception.
• Mirzam: Handler calls you "Herald." You are trained in technology and disguise.
• Regulus: Handler call you "Little King." You are trained in persuasion and infiltration.

You have a three-star rating in these skills. You have redundant training in two additional
skills of your choice, one at two stars and one at one star. You cannot choose both skills
from the core skillset of another operative. For example, you choose to train as Electra,
earning you three stars in surveillance and marksmanship. You cannot choose to train two
stars in stealth and one in close-combat, because that duplicates Andromeda's skillset, but
you could train in infiltration and close-combat instead.

All operatives have a three-star rating in acrobatics and evasive maneuvering.



Operatives can communicate telepathically with one another and with Handler. The
connection is formed surgically, so changes in the cell's membership call for a return to the
safehouse, either individually or en masse. Handler almost never encounters the other cell
members in the physical world. Operatives need to draw their attention inward and silently
attend while they are in psychic communion; an attempt at contact from another operative
can be felt, but no conversation is possible unless both operatives have a simultaneous
moment of quiet.

Talents and Devices

It is costly and difficult to supply operatives with tactical support via specialized equipment.
The resistance has limited resources! Therefore you are encouraged to conserve your
devices and only use them under the most extreme duress. Equipment can provide various
temporary benefits.

Fortunately, the resistance is careful to choose and groom operatives with great potential.
Choose one:

• You have two-star talent and one additional star of training, which you may assign
to any skill of your choice.

• You have three-star talent, but reduce one skill by a star.

Efforts

When you encounter severe resistance while on operation, Handler will tell you to make an
Effort. Efforts help determine the outcome of the events in the game, based on what's
happening and the roll of some dice. You will need six-sided dice in four colors: gold for
talent, white for skills, red for devices, and black for Edge. (We'll come back to Edge later.)
Roll one die per star; most devices are worth two stars.

The Executive will tell you what amount of opposition you're facing, in terms of a target
number (or TN). The total of the numbers rolled on the dice must equal or exceed the TN
for you to succeed. You should also keep an eye on the highest die rolled; this will
determine the disposition of the result. If there are multiple dice of multiple colors showing
the highest value, reroll those dice (repeating as necessary) to determine disposition
only—this reroll doesn't change your total.

If your total is lower than the TN, you don't succeed—the Executive has an opportunity.
Examine the total of your Edge dice, and compare to the total of your Talent and Training.
Disregard Device for this comparison. Whichever is the higher total determines which
options are available to the Executive. Operative, what you need to know is that it's
preferable for Edge to have a lower total.

Sidebar: Help, and being Out of Your Element
Two operatives can help one another on an Effort. Determine who has the largest dice pool
for the action in question; add the other operative's skill dice and one Edge. Only one device
can be applied to the Effort even if two characters are working together on it. Non-
operatives, i.e. citizens and Executives, can occasionally help on an Effort. They add two
Edge.

Tactically it's preferable to split up tasks even when you're working together; if you get



pinned in a bottleneck with the goods, you're more likely to get away without accumulating
Edge if you say, "I'll hold them off, you get the enradiator to base!" rather then, "Well, we
better fight them."

If you have no stars in the skill your effort calls for, you're out of your element. Because of
the unfamiliar territory, you roll one fewer talent die.
End Sidebar

Disposition
• Talent: Disposition in Talent indicates that you have applied yourself effectively and

learned something; either you've figured out a problem, picked up a new technique,
or something difficult has become easier through practice. Check an experience box.

• Training: Disposition in Training indicates that the skills the resistance have given
you have shown their worth. It increases your confidence in yourself and them. You
gain a determination token.

• Device: Disposition in Device indicates that you used your device to the utmost
effect. Unfortunately, it also costs you something; your device is used up, broken,
or taken, as the details of the situation suggest.

• Edge: Add a star to your Edge pool. If you ever have more than five-star Edge, you
are identified by the Executives and must run to ground.

Edge

Edge is a measure of two related factors: your willingness to push the line for results, and
the slow, creeping awareness of the Executive Security. They are hampered by bureaucracy
and internal corruption, but they do eventually get things done.

Handler

Your job is to devise the jobs, assign the operatives their duties and equipment, and decide
who takes the fall when it all goes to hell.

At the start of the game, choose your cell's agenda (known to the Operatives) and your
personal agenda (to be kept secret from them). If you don't want to pick you can roll a die:

Cell Agendas:
1. Take down an Executive
2. Capture a piece of technology
3. Turn an Executive
4. Capture a piece of territory
5. Protect a citizen from Executive Security
6. Find out something

Personal Agendas:
1. Exact revenge on someone
2. Retrieve a particular possession
3. Keep something from coming to light
4. Deliver an Operative to the Executives
5. Keep an Operative or Executive safe
6. Pass on a message



Whenever you accomplish an Agenda, pick a new, different one. You can return to an older
Agenda later, but don't repeat the same one twice in a row.

Equipment

For each mission, you have a budget with which to procure devices from the resistance. You
have three dice per operative assigned to your mission. If your operatives have intact
devices from the last mission, they can turn them in to give you extra dice. The resistance
quartermastery are not entirely reliable about what they deliver to you, unfortunately. In
order to determine what you receive, divide your dice into sets of two to four dice, one set
per item you want. Assigning extra dice makes it likelier that you'll get what you want.

Roll each set, assign one die to a Form Factor, and one die to a Quality. If you roll doubles,
roll an extra die, and you can choose from Improved Form Factors or Improved Qualities,
but not both. Once you've selected all your devices in this way, distribute them among your
team.

Form Factors
1. Curio: This device cannot be miniaturized; it can function autonomously from

whatever its location.
2. Drug: Taken internally.
3. Gun: This item is useful for marksmanship.
4. Hand Weapon: This item is useful in close-combat.
5. Jewelry: This device is useful as part of a disguise and/or is an electronic asset of

some kind.
6. Living: This device is a living, mildly sapient organism. It has no talent and two-star

training in two skills but it cannot speak or make autonomous decisions.

Qualities
1. Wise: The device has an advanced intelligence. It is worth one additional star.
2. Concealed: The device is detectable by no means unless you are actively using it, or

you reveal it.
3. Sturdy: You can spend a determination token to ignore the effect of device

disposition, or restore the device to functioning condition afterward.
4. Obedient: The device can be controlled by voice or telepathy.
5. Numerous: Two operatives can be equipped with these devices.
6. Grand: The device is very large, and has all the benefits that might provide.

Improved Form Factors
1. Convertible: Choose two different basic Form Factors. The device can transform

between them.
2. Everpresent: Choose a basic Form Factor. The resistance has distributed these

devices all over the area of projected operations so they are always readily
accessible to all operatives.

3. Human Asset: This device is an under-training operative. S/He has one-star talent
and beginning training; two stars in one codename's skills and one star in an
additional skill. Address him/er as (Operative) Prime—for instance, Andromeda
Prime, etc. Upon turn-in, a human asset is worth two dice.

4. Insubstantial: The device is a transient nanotechnological cloud that coalesces into a
visible object or apparition only when invoked. It cannot be taken. It is useful for
two skill functions.



5. Misleading: The device appears to be some different item entirely, and functions
effectively as that item, as well as one device of basic Form Factor.

6. Psychic Emanation: The device can be passed between operatives during psychic
communion. It is useful for two skill functions.

Improved Qualities
1. Contraband: The device is a stolen Executive asset. It is worth two additional stars,

but while you possess it you also have an additional star of Edge, regardless of
whether you apply it to a particular Effort or not. (Living Contraband has two-star
talent.)

2. Expendable: The device is only usable once but is worth four stars.
3. Implanted: The device becomes bodily part of the operative. It cannot be used up,

lost, or taken. However, it can be damaged by injury. It cannot be turned in for
bonus equipment dice.

4. Inspiring: The device provides training dice rather than device dice.
5. Mobile: The device can move under its own power, and can be controlled remotely

as though it were Obedient.
6. Personal: The device can be operated only by the operative to whom it is assigned,

or someone who succeeds in deceiving its senses.

Executive

Your job is to keep the resistance from succeeding.

(unfinished...)
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